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1. To evaluate the System of Environmental-

Economic Accounting for Water (SEEAW) in

the international river basin of Guadiana.

2. To evaluate ECRINS’s (European Catchments

and RIvers Network System) products of the

EEA.

3. To help making more efficient the assignation

of water, to improve water management, to

understand the main impacts in the

management and to develop indicators to

profitable the investment in infrastructures

related to water.

GuaSEEAW project had a duration of 12 months.

GuaSEEAW ObjectivesGuaSEEAW Objectives

http://unstats.un.org/unsd/envaccounting/seeaw/
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GuaSEEAW ConsortiumGuaSEEAW Consortium

Salomón Montesinos and Lara Fernández

Manuel Arce Manuel Erena, Juan A. López, Pedro García and Joaquín Atenza
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Total Area: 67.147,66 km2

55.527,70 km2 SP (83 %)

11.620,10 km2 PT (17 %)

Population: 1.452.603 inhab.

Density: 20,42 inhab/km2

River Length: 7.000 km

Average Rainfall: 522 mm/year

ETP: 990 mm/year

Water Cost Recovery: 87%

Ground-water Surface: 22.484 km2

Crop Surface: 3 Mill. ha (90% irrigated)

Lakes, transitional and coastal waters: 1.000

km2

160 wetlands (8 Ramsar, 2 Bio Reserves)

Guadiana numbersGuadiana numbers
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Guadiana River Basin had divided into 7 Exploitation Systems:

6 systems in Spanish territory

1 system in Portuguese territory

The reference year of GuaSEEAW project: 2005 / 2006

Guadiana User RequirementsGuadiana User Requirements
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GuaSEEAW ScheduleGuaSEEAW Schedule
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Hydrological Data SourcesHydrological Data Sources

Taking into account the water balances and the quality accounting, the needed information

includes:
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It exist two different scopes of water management (Spanish & Portuguese) with a different

treatment of the information:

Hydrological PlansHydrological Plans

Portuguese Part (17%).

Water Annual Balance taking into account

only 3 scenarios: dry year, humid year and

half year.

Spanish Part (83%).

Monthly Hydrological Balance for 1940/41-

2005/06 period. Spatial disaggregation of

superficial water and groundwater.
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Hydrological ModelsHydrological Models

In Spain, the Water Authorities had made an hydrological simulation of the basin and its

management through numerical models.

Climatic dataClimatic data

Physical aspect of the basinPhysical aspect of the basin

Precipitation-Input Simulation Model

SIMPASIMPA

Basin Management Model

AQUATOOLAQUATOOL

Characterization of water resources Assignation of water resources

Data about water useData about water use

Regulation services and transportRegulation services and transport

http://www.upv.es/aquatool/aquatooldma.htmlhttp://hercules.cedex.es/hidrologia/pub/proyectos/simpa.htm
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Guadiana basin
hydraulic scheme

Geografic adjustment

The model includes

the Portuguese part
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Economical Data SourcesEconomical Data Sources

1. Confederación Hidrográfica del Guadiana http://www.chguadiana.es/

2. INE http://www.ine.es http://www.ine.pt

3. MAGRAMA http://servicios2.magrama.es/sia/visualizacion/descargas/dma.jsp

4. Ministério da Agricultura, do Mar, do Ambiente e do Ordenamento do Território

http://www.agroportal.pt

5. Sistema Nacional de Informação de Recursos Hídricos-SNIRH

http://www.snrih.pt/

6. Eurostat water statistics

http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/statistics_explained/index.php/Water_statistics
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Economical dataEconomical data vsvs Hydrological dataHydrological data
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Different geographical distribution of the hydrological and economic data.

GuaSEEAW developed a WebGIS to facilitate: implementation, interpretation & presentation of

data, distributing the economical information along the hydrological reality.



GuaSEEAW Data ModelGuaSEEAW Data Model
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SEEAW TablesSEEAW Tables

1. Physical use table

2. Physical supply table

3. Gross and net emissions. Emissions by CIIU 37

4. Hybrid supply table

5. Hybrid use table

6. Hybrid account table for supply and use of water

7. Hybrid account table for supply and sewerage for own use

8. Government account for water-related collective consumption services

9. National expenditure accounts for wastewater management

10. National expenditure accounts for water management and exploitation

11. Asset account table

12. Matrix of flows between water resources
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Physical use tablePhysical use table
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Describe three types of flows: a) from the environment to the economy, b) within the economy, and c) from the

economy to the environment.1



Physical supply tablePhysical supply table

Describe three types of flows: a) from the environment to the economy, b) within the economy, and c) from the

economy to the environment.1
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Gross and net emissionsGross and net emissions

Describe flows of pollutants added to wastewater as a result production and consumption, and flowing into water

resources either directly or through the sewerage network.
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Hybrid supply tableHybrid supply table

Hybrid supply and use table juxtapose the standard SNA supply and use table with the corresponding physical

tables, including information about: a) water abstraction, use and supply within the economy, and returns into the

environment; and b) emissions of pollutants.
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Hybrid use tableHybrid use table

Hybrid supply and use table juxtapose the standard SNA supply and use table with the corresponding physical

tables, including information about: a) water abstraction, use and supply within the economy, and returns into the

environment; and b) emissions of pollutants.
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Hybrid account table for supply &Hybrid account table for supply &

use of wateruse of water

Provides information by industry on the output produced.
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Hybrid account table for supply andHybrid account table for supply and
sewerage for own usesewerage for own use

Identify the intermediate cost and output of water-related activities carried out by households & industries.
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Government account for waterGovernment account for water--relatedrelated
collective consumption servicescollective consumption services

Useful to develop economic accounts for government expenditures on water-related services.
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National expenditure accounts forNational expenditure accounts for
wastewater managementwastewater management

Aims at recording the expenditure of resident units in order to get a total that corresponds to the effort a nation is making

out of its own resources.
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National expenditure accounts for waterNational expenditure accounts for water
management & exploitationmanagement & exploitation

Aims at recording the expenditure of resident units in order to get a total that corresponds to the effort a nation is

making out of its own resources.
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Asset account tableAsset account table

Describes the stocks of water resources at the beginning & end of an accounting period and the changes in stocks that

have occurred during that period.
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Matrix of flows between water resourcesMatrix of flows between water resources

Describes the exchanges of water resources, providing information on the origin and destination of flows between the

water resources and the territory of reference.
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Oracle 11g Database for Oracle Linux

ArcGis DesKtop 10.1

ArcGIS Server Enterprise 10.1

Adobe® Flash® Builder™ 4.5

Cartographical Viewer with FLEX language using ESRI API’s

http://iderm.imida.es/guaseeaw

ArcGis Online Services

http://www.guaseeaw.eu

WebGIS Technical FeaturesWebGIS Technical Features
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ArcGIS vs GuaSEEAWArcGIS vs GuaSEEAW
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Data and ServicesData and Services
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Integration of data and servicesIntegration of data and services
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PrecipitationPrecipitation

GuaSEEAWGuaSEEAW Precipitation – ECRINS/SIMPA/SNIRH



EvapotranspirationEvapotranspiration

GuaSEEAWGuaSEEAW Evapotranspiration - SIMPA/SNIRH



Groundwater resources

GuaSEEAWGuaSEEAW Groundwater resourcesGroundwater resources –– WISE/SIA/SIAS/SNIRHWISE/SIA/SIAS/SNIRH



Measure NetworksMeasure Networks
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ReservoirsReservoirs

GuaSEEAWGuaSEEAW Reservoirs – ECRINS/AQUATOOLS



ReservoirsReservoirs
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Agricultural areas CLC2006Agricultural areas CLC2006
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Artificial areas CLC2006Artificial areas CLC2006
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Natural Areas CLC2006Natural Areas CLC2006

GuaSEEAWGuaSEEAW Land Use: Natural Areas CLC2006



Physical Use: Total demandsPhysical Use: Total demands
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Demands by exploitation systemsDemands by exploitation systems

GuaSEEAWGuaSEEAW Hybrid Tables: Demands by explotation systems



Total Gross value addedTotal Gross value added

GuaSEEAWGuaSEEAW Tablas económicas: Valor añadido bruto total



Renewable groundwater resourcesRenewable groundwater resources

GuaSEEAWGuaSEEAW Assets Tables: Renewable groundwater resources



RemarksRemarks

GuaSEEAWGuaSEEAW Strong points and to improve

SEEAW provides a conceptual framework for organizing the hydrological and economic information

in a coherent and consistent manner.

Financial Balance of water uses.

SEEAW provides a guidelines of indicators to monitor the interaction between environment and

economy.

SEEAW tables’ structure supply the creation of new indicators.

To work under an “Integrated basin management” concept.

Coordination between countries in International basins.

To develop a complete modeling of river basin.

Improve accuracy of data with high level of uncertainty: lakes depth, groundwater stocks…

Different spatial & temporal resolution of Economical and Hydrological data: disaggregation of

economical data at municipality level.

User Requirements of water authorities: spatial & temporal units of work.



www.guaseeaw.euwww.guaseeaw.eu

Thanks for your attention!Thanks for your attention!
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